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EFFICIENCY FOR HIGH-ORDER METHODS IN THREE SPACE
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Abstract. Designing effective high-order adaptive methods for solving sta-

tionary reaction-diffusion equations in three dimensions requires the selection

of a finite element basis, a posteriori error estimator and refinement strat-

egy. Estimator accuracy may depend on the basis chosen, which in turn, may

lead to unreliability or inefficiency via under- or over-refinement, respectively.

The basis may also have an impact on the size and condition of the matrices

that arise from discretization, and thus, on algorithm effectiveness. Herein,

the interaction between these three components is studied in the context of

an h-refinement procedure. The effects of these choices on the robustness and

efficiency of the algorithm are examined for several linear and nonlinear prob-

lems. The results demonstrate that popular choices such as the tensor-product

basis or the modified Szabó-Babuška basis have significant shortcomings but

that promising alternatives exist.

Key Words. a posteriori error estimation, adaptivity, high-order finite ele-

ment basis.

1. Introduction

Adaptive finite element methods have become ubiquitous in solving systems of
nonlinear partial differential equations [6]. Two advantages of these methods are
reliability and efficiency. For high-order methods the choice of the finite element
space and the performance of a posteriori error estimators are two key elements in
achieving these goals. An appropriate finite element space should be as small as
possible so as to minimize the number of degrees of freedom while maintaining the
appropriate order. At the same time it should lead to well-conditioned Jacobian
matrices. The adaptive strategy should seek to avoid over- and under-refinement.
The former leads to inefficiency while the latter undermines reliability. A posteriori
error estimates that are asymptotically exact, that is, the error estimates converge
to the true error as the grid is refined, help to alleviate these problems. Additionally
such estimates should be cheap to compute. The refinement strategy and finite
element space, in turn, may effect the performance of the error estimator [3].

In three dimensions the tensor-product (TP) basis on hexahedral elements rep-
resents a natural choice [10, 13, 26]. Since this basis is significantly larger than
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necessary to obtain an approximation of order p other bases have been introduced
called variously hierarchical or serendipity bases [10, 13, 24, 30]. One of the most
popular of these bases is the hierarchical basis of Szabó and Babuška [13, 24], hence-
forth referred to as the SBH basis. However, the asymptotic equivalence property,
critical in obtaining hierarchical a posteriori error estimates (cf. below and section
3) does not hold for this basis [17]. As a result in two dimensions Adjerid et al [2]
introduced a modified-SB-hierarchical (mSBH) basis. Their basis adds the minimal
number of basis functions to the SBH basis to obtain asymptotic equivalence and
is easily extended to three dimensions. As the order p increases the number of
possible bases between the mSBH and TP bases also increases. The examples in
section 5 show that the TP and mSBH bases are unsatisfactory. In this paper the
impact of choosing bases between the mSBH and TP bases on an a posteriori error
estimator and on solution efficiency is studied.

Numerous a posteriori error estimation strategies have been proposed and im-
plemented [4, 6, 25]. One widely-studied class is the hierarchical estimators [4, 25].
Among these estimators is a family of methods that rely on finding an interpolant
that is asymptotically equivalent to the finite element solution in the sense of Ad-
jerid et al [2]; that is, the finite element and interpolation errors converge at the
same rate with the same constant in H1. Asymptotic equivalence leads to asymp-
totically exact error estimates. Yu [28] and Adjerid et al [2] developed such an
estimator for p even. Moore [19] extended their estimator to all orders p > 1.
Many of the convergence proofs assume an idealized (e.g. uniform) grid. An ex-
tension of the estimator to adaptive grids using interpolation error estimates is
proposed (cf. section 4 and Appendix B). The influence of an h-refinement strategy
on estimator reliability is examined herein.

The h-refinement adaptive code is used to solve reaction-diffusion equations of
the form

(1) −∆u = F (u,x), x = (x, y, z) ∈ Ω ≡ (X0, X1)× (Y0, Y1)× (Z0, Z1),

together with Dirichlet and/or Neumann boundary conditions. Throughout I as-
sume that (1) has a unique solution of appropriate smoothness. Equation (1) is
discretized using the finite element-Galerkin method with a piecewise continuous
polynomial basis of degree p > 1. The resulting nonlinear system is solved via
Newton’s method. GMRES [23] with ILUT preconditioning [22] is used to solve
the linear systems.

The definition of the admissible grids and rules governing h-refinement are pre-
sented in section 2. The finite element discretization is described in section 3. In
section 4 the a posteriori error estimators are introduced along with a convergence
result on h-refined grids. Computational results for three problems are given in
section 5. Some conclusions are presented in section 6.

2. Grid definition and h-refinement

The grid, ∆Ω, for Ω is obtained by recursive trisection, beginning with Ω. Thus,
the grid has an octree structure with the root corresponding to Ω. The leaf vertices
of the tree are called elements (unrefined elements in [27]). Each element in the grid
is made up of element interiors, faces, edges and nodes. These four building blocks
are henceforth referred to collectively as components. The level of an element
in the grid is the length of the path from the root to the element. A vertex with
eight subvertices is referred to as a parent vertex and the eight subvertices are its
offspring or children. Eight vertices having a common parent are called siblings.
The 64 vertices having a common grandparent are called cousins. A grid is said
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to be uniform if all its elements are at the same level. A grid is admissible in the
sense of Babuška and Rheinboldt [7, 8] if it is defined recursively by the following
two rules:

(1) Ω is an admissible grid;
(2) If ∆Ω is an admissible grid and ∆̃ is an element of ∆Ω then the grid obtained

from ∆Ω and the eight elements created by trisecting ∆̃ is admissible.
Such grids contain two general types of components regular and irregular. A

node Γ of ∆Ω is regular if for every element ∆̃ ∈ ∆Ω such that Γ ∈ ∆̃, Γ is a corner
node of ∆̃. An edge Γ of ∆Ω is regular if for every element ∆̃ ∈ ∆Ω such that
Γ ∈ ∆̃ its endpoints are corners of ∆̃. Similarly a face Γ in ∆Ω is regular if for
every element ∆̃ ∈ ∆Ω such that Γ ∈ ∆̃, the four corners of Γ are also corners of ∆̃.
All element interiors are regular. Any component that is not regular is irregular.
Irregular components appear at the interface of two elements at different levels in
the grid (cf. Figure 1). Two elements ∆′ and ∆′′ are said to be neighbors if their
intersection contains an edge of either ∆′ or ∆′′.

Several additional rules for governing grid refinement and coarsening have been
proposed [9, 15, 27]. The one-irregular rule dictates that on any edge or in the
interior of any face there can be no more than one irregular node. Equivalently,
two neighboring elements cannot differ by more than one level in the tree. A second
rule is the k-neighbor rule. In three dimensions this rule has two variants. In both
cases an element at level l is refined if k of its neighbors are at level l + 1 where
neighbors are further classified as face or edge neighbors. Additional details can
be found in [16]. Finally the sibling rule requires that all siblings of an element
selected for refinement must also be refined. It was introduced in [15] to enable
explicit error estimates to be constructed. The k-neighbor and sibling rules tend to
reduce the number of irregular components in the grid.

Throughout let ∆ represent the canonical element

(2) ∆ = [mx − hx

2
,mx +

hx

2
]× [my − hy

2
,my +

hy

2
]× [mz − hz

2
,mz +

hz

2
].

The elements of ∆Ω are denoted by

∆i = [mx
i −

hx
i

2
,mx

i +
hx

i

2
]× [my

i −
hy

i

2
,my

i +
hy

i

2
]× [mz

i −
hz

i

2
,mz

i +
hz

i

2
],

k = 1, . . . , Nel,(3)

where (mx
i , my

i , mz
i ) and (hx

i , hy
i , hz

i ) are the center and spacing of ∆i, respectively,
and Nel is the number of elements.

Following Yu [28] Ω′ is a subdomain of Ω if

Ω′ = (X ′
0, X

′
1)× (Y ′

0 , Y ′
1)× (Z ′0, Z

′
1), X0 ≤ X ′

0 < X ′
1 ≤ X1,

Y0 ≤ Y ′
0 < Y ′

1 ≤ Y1, Z0 ≤ Z ′0 < Z ′1 ≤ Z1.(4)

Additionally a subdomain Ω′ is called a uniform patch of Ω [28] if there is an index
set Υ′ ⊆ {1, . . . , Nel} such that:

(1) Ω′ = ∪i∈Υ′∆i;
(2) |∆i| = HΩ′(constant), ∀i ∈ Υ′;
(3) If Γ is a node of ∆i, i ∈ Υ′ then Γ is regular.

Throughout the remainder of the paper let the uniform patches Ω′ and Ω′′ be such
that Ω̄′ ⊂ Ω′′ and HΩ′ = HΩ′′ .

The error estimates of section 4 depend on the classification of the irregular
nodes of the elements based on their number and location.
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Figure 1. The seven cases of irregular nodes based on their num-
ber and location in an element. Irregular nodes are indicated by
circles, regular nodes by squares.

Lemma 1.Let ∆Ω be a grid obtained from Ω by recursive trisection and the one-
irregular rule. Let ∆i ∈ ∆Ω be an element and let

(5) γ∆i = {Γ | Γ is an irregular node of ∆i}.
Then either ∆i has no irregular nodes or, up to symmetry, one of the seven cases
in Figure 1 must hold.

Proof. [15]. ¤

Remark. The location and number of the irregular nodes determines the location
and number of the irregular edges and faces.

3. Finite element discretization

The three-dimensional bases depend on the one-dimensional Lobatto polynomials
on the interval Λ = [m− h/2,m + h/2] given by

(6) Φp(ξ;h; m) =

√
2p− 1

2

∫ 2(ξ−m)/h

−1

Pp−1(s)ds, p ≥ 2,
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where Pp−1(s) is the Legendre polynomial of degree p−1. The Lobatto polynomials
along with the linear hat functions

(7) Φ0(ξ;h; m) =
h/2− (ξ −m)

h
, Φ1(ξ;h; m) =

h/2 + (ξ −m)
h

,

form a basis for the space of polynomials of degree p on Λ. Henceforth I assume
p > 1.

In moving to three dimensions it is helpful to consider the following index sets:

(8) Sp,e,f .= SN ∪ SE,p ∪ SF,p,f ∪ SEl,p,e,

where

SN .= {(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ 1},(9)

SE,p .= {(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 1, 2 ≤ k ≤ p}
∪ {(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i, k ≤ 1, 2 ≤ j ≤ p}
∪ {(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ j, k ≤ 1, 2 ≤ i ≤ p},(10)

SF,p,f .= {(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, 2 ≤ j, k ≤ p, j + k ≤ f}
∪ {(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ j ≤ 1, 2 ≤ i, k ≤ p, i + k ≤ f}
∪ {(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, 2 ≤ i, j ≤ p, i + j ≤ f},(11)

SEl,p,e .= {(i, j, k) | 2 ≤ i, j, k ≤ p, i + j + k ≤ e}.(12)

The corresponding spaces on ∆,

Sp,e,f
∆

.= span{xiyjzk | (i, j, k) ∈ Sp,e,f}
(13)

≡ span{Φi(x; hx; mx)Φj(y; hy;my)Φk(z;hz; mz) | (i, j, k) ∈ Sp,e,f},(14)

are symmetric in the sense that additional basis functions of the appropriate order
are added to each edge and face. The use of symmetry results in a more natural
basis and is therefore easier to implement. The spaces

(15) Sτ
∆

.= span{Φi(x;hx;mx)Φj(y; hy; my)Φk(z; hz;mz) | (i, j, k) ∈ Sτ},
where τ = N ; E, p; F, p, f ; and El, p, e; correspond to the spaces spanned by the
node, edge, face and interior basis functions on ∆. The basis functions (13) neces-
sary to obtain an approximation of order p can be displayed in three dimensions as
a Pascal’s tetrahedron (Pascal’s triangle in two dimensions [13]) where horizontal
planes intersecting the tetrahedron yield all basis functions of degree r, 0 ≤ r ≤ p.
A truncated Pascal’s tetrahedron for p = 9 containing all basis functions for the
TP basis of order p = 3 is shown in Figure 2. An equivalent tetrahedron can be
constructed with xiyjzk replaced by Φi(x;hx;mx)Φj(y; hy; my)Φk(z; hz;mz).

To guarantee asymptotic equivalence on uniform grids e and f must satisfy (cf.
Theorem 1):

e ∈




{0, 6} p = 2,
{0, 6, 7, . . . , 3p} p = 3, 4,
{p + 1, . . . , 3p} p > 4,

f ∈
{ {0, 4} p = 2,
{p + 1, . . . , 2p} p > 2.

(16)

If e and f take on their minimal values the space is known as the mSBH space and
was introduced in two dimensions by Adjerid et al [2]. It corresponds to the space
of minimal size that is both symmetric and possesses the asymptotic equivalence
property with respect to the TP Lobatto interpolant (the SBH basis of Szabó and
Babuška [24] does not possess this property and therefore is not studied). As
a comparison equivalent basis functions for the SBH (S3,0,3

∆ ) and mSBH (S3,0,4
∆ )
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spaces are displayed in Figure 2. The latter has six (one per face) more basis
functions than the former. Due to symmetry with respect to the faces the mSBH
basis has 3(p − 1) more basis functions per element than the minimal basis that
satisfies the asymptotic equivalence property (in two dimensions they are the same).
Since the total number of basis functions per element is O(p3) for p > 4 this is not
significant. With e = 3p and f = 2p the TP basis is obtained. Its index set has the
compact form

(17) Sp,TP = Sp,3p,2p = {(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ p},

and the corresponding space is referred to as Sp,TP
∆ . This is the basis of maximal

size that is considered. For p = 3 the TP basis has 22 more basis functions than the
mSBH basis (cf. Figure 2). For large p the number of basis functions is dominated
by those associated with the element interior. As a result for larger p the TP basis
has nearly six times as many basis functions as the mSBH basis. Any basis that
satisfies (16) with e < 3p or f < 2p is referred to as a sub-tensor-product (sub-TP)
basis. An example of such a basis for p = 3, S3,7,5

∆ , is shown in Figure 2. It has 12
more basis functions than the mSBH basis and is considered in Section 5.

The finite element space S∆Ω,p,e,f is the space of piecewise continuous polyno-
mials of degree p whose restriction to element ∆i is Sp,e,f

∆i
. Thus, if U ∈ S∆Ω,p,e,f

(18) U |∆i(x) ≡
∑

(l,m,n)∈Sp,e,f

U i
l,m,nΦl(x; hx

i ; mx
i )Φm(y;hy

i ;my
i )Φn(z;hz

i ; m
z
i ),

where the U i
l,m,n are the coordinates associated with element ∆i. Since ∆Ω satis-

fies the one-irregular rule the support of all basis functions associated with regular
components is uniformly bounded [9, 27]. The U i

l,m,n associated with irregular com-
ponents are constrained by continuity across element boundaries. This approach
is taken in contrast to the discontinuous finite element method [11]. Allowing dis-
continuity simplifies the refinement algorithms and thus, the data structures, but
requires more degrees of freedom. The U i

l,m,n associated with regular grid com-
ponents constitute the degrees of freedom for the problem. The total number of
degrees of freedom is denoted by Ndof while the total number of coordinates is
denoted by Ncrd.

Adaptivity necessitates interpolation of the computed solution from one grid to
another. Let ∆Ω and ∆∗

Ω be the current and previous grids, respectively. Interpo-
lation of the finite element solution U∗ on ∆∗

Ω onto ∆Ω to serve as an initial guess
for Newton’s method (see below) is done using the TP Lobatto interpolant. The
Lobatto interpolant UI ∈ S∆Ω,p,3p,2p on ∆i has the form

(19) UI |∆i(x) ≡
∑

(l,m,n)∈Sp,T P

Ū i
l,m,nΦl(x;hx

i ;mx
i )Φm(y; hy

i ; my
i )Φn(z; hz

i ;m
z
i ).

The Ū i
l,m,n are specified by requiring that

(20) UI(xi
j) = U∗(xi

j), j = 1, . . . , (p + 1)3,

where the xi
j are the Lobatto points scaled to ∆i. A Lobatto point of ∆i, xi

j =
(ξi

j , η
i
j , ν

i
j), satisfies

(21) Φp+1(ξi
j ;h

x
i ;mx

i ) = Φp+1(ηi
j ; h

y
i ; my

i ) = Φp+1(νi
j ;h

z
i ; m

z
i ) = 0.
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Figure 2. Basis functions of the form (13) for the spaces S3,0,3
∆

(indicated by a ⊥), S3,0,4
∆ (indicated by ⊥ and *), S3,7,5

∆ (indicated
by ⊥, * and #) and S3,9,6

∆ (all functions). The basis functions
associated with nodes, edges, faces and element interiors are shown
in grey scale from darkest to lightest, respectively.
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The initial guess at the solution on ∆Ω is thus given by
(22)
U |∆i

(x) = Ue,f
I |∆i

(x) ≡
∑

(l,m,n)∈Sp,e,f

Ū i
l,m,nΦl(x;hx

i ;mx
i )Φm(y;hy

i ; my
i )Φn(z; hz

i ; m
z
i ),

where the Ū i
l,m,n are the TP coordinates on ∆i and Ue,f

I is the projection of UI onto
S∆Ω,p,e,f . A slight modification of this strategy that improves the approximation
error is used for faces and interiors on elements with irregular components. For
example, on a regular face with irregular edges (at most two) the solution U∗ along
those edges is used.

The Galerkin form of (1) in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions consists
of determining u ∈ H1

E(Ω) such that

(23) a(u, v) = (F, v), ∀ v ∈ H1
0 (Ω),

where

(24) a(u, v) =
∫

Ω

∇u · ∇vdxdy, (F, v) =
∫

Ω

Fvdxdy,

and the subscripts E and 0 further restrict functions to satisfy the Dirichlet and
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively. The finite element ap-
proximation U ∈ S∆Ω,p,e,f

E is determined as the solution of

(25) a(U, V ) = (F, V ), ∀ V ∈ S∆Ω,p,e,f
0 .

On a Dirichlet boundary face χ I require that

(26) U |χ = Ue,f
I |χ.

The coordinates of Ue,f
I are found using a generalization to three dimensions of the

one-dimensional scheme given in Moore [18].
Explicit utilization of (18) in (25) yields the nonlinear system

(27) g(Û) = 0,

where Û is the vector of the degrees of freedom (coordinates associated with regular
components). This system is solved using Newton’s method with Jacobian matrix
J = ∂g/∂Û. For each Newton step the Jacobian is fixed and the linear system is
solved by GMRES [23] with the ILUT preconditioner of Saad [22].

4. Error estimation and adaptivity

For all spaces S∆Ω,p,e,f such that e and f satisfy (16) the finite element solution
U of (1) on a uniform grid satisfies (under appropriate conditions on F, cf. [29])

(28) ‖u− U‖1 = O(Hp),

where H = max{hx
i , hy

i , hz
i } for any i. Thus, to leading order, the errors are the

same. The difference in accuracy is therefore due to the presence of higher-order
terms. The TP solution is the most accurate while the mSBH solution is the least
accurate. The same is true for the TP interpolant UI and its projections Ue,f

I . In
this case the difference is described by the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let UI be the TP interpolant and Ue,f

I its projection onto S∆Ω,p,e,f .
If ∆Ω is a uniform grid then

(29) ‖UI − Ue,f
I ‖1 = O(Hmin(e,f)),

where the constant depends on derivatives of u of order min(e, f) + 1.

Proof. Appendix A. ¤
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Lemma 2 implies that

(30) ‖u− Ue,f
I ‖1 = ‖u− UI‖1 + O(Hmin(e,f)).

Thus, the order of the additional error that results from using the smaller basis
is equal to the order of the lowest order term missing from the TP basis. The
additional error will be most apparent on coarse grids and for the smaller bases. A
similar result is likely to hold for the finite element solution (cf. section 5).

The a posteriori error estimation strategy described in this section is based on
the formula for the error in the Lobatto interpolant on ∆i. If ∆i has no irregular
nodes the formula is given by

‖u− UI‖21,∆i
=

(
(p− 1)!
(2p− 1)!

)2
hx

i hy
i hz

i

4(2p + 1)
(((hx

i )pu(p+1,0,0)(mi))2

+ ((hy
i )pu(0,p+1,0)(mi))2 + ((hz

i )
pu(0,0,p+1)(mi))2) + O(H2p+5),(31)

where mi = (mx
i , my

i , mz
i ) [17]. On elements with irregular nodes the formu-

las are more complicated (cf. the Appendix B for formulas for the cases p =
2, . . . , 5). However, they involve the same derivatives u(p+1,0,0)(mi), u(0,p+1,0)(mi)
and u(0,0,p+1)(mi). The estimator works by computing estimates of these three
derivatives.

To that end consider the augmented finite element solution Up+1 defined on each
element ∆i by

Up+1(x)|∆i = U(x)|∆i + W x
i ψp+1(x; hx

i ; mx
i ) + W y

i ψp+1(y; hy
i ; my

i )
+ W z

i ψp+1(z; hz
i ; m

z
i ),(32)

where

(33) ψp+1(ξ; h; m) =
hp+1(p− 1)!(p + 1)!

4(2p− 1)!

√
2

2p + 1
Φp(ξ; h;m).

The coefficients W x
i , W y

i and W z
i are determined by requiring that

(34) a(Up+1, V p+1,k) = (f(U), V p+1,k), k = 1, 2, 3.

The function V p+1,1(x) is given by

(35) V p+1,1(x) = ψp+1(x; hx
i ,mx

i )g(y; hy
i ; my

i )g(z;hz
i ; m

z
i ),

where

(36) g(ξ; h; m) =

{
ψp(ξ;h;m)

ξ−m , p odd
ψp+1(ξ;h;m)

ξ−m , p even

with comparable definitions for V p+1,2 and V p+1,3.
Convergence of the error estimate to the true error on uniform patches can be

shown for a certain class of functions F . Specifically, following [29], let

F (x, u) = κ(u) + F̂ (x), |κ(u)− κ(v)| < L|u− v|,(37)
a(u− v, u− v) + (κ(u)− κ(v), u− v) ≥ α‖u− v‖21(38)

where L,α > 0. Then the following Theorem holds.
Theorem 1. Consider the uniform patches Ω′ and Ω′′ with mesh spacing hx, hy

and hz. If u ∈ Hp+5
0 (Ω′′) is the solution of (1) and U ∈ S∆Ω,p,e,f

0 is the solution of
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(25) with e and f satisfying (16), then ∃ C depending only on Ω′, Ω′′ and Ω such
that

‖e‖21,Ω′ =
(

(p− 1)!(p + 1)!
(2p− 1)!

)2
hxhyhz

4(2p + 1)

∑

i∈Υ′
(((hx)pW x

i )2 + ((hy)pW y
i )2)

+ ((hz)pW z
i )2) + C(H2p+1‖u‖2p+2,Ω′′ + H−1‖e‖20,Ω′′),(39)

where e = u− U .

Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [28] and the proof of
Theorem 4.4 in [19] generalized from two to three dimensions. ¤

Remark. The term H−1‖e‖20,Ω′′ represents a pollution error [5] and in practice, if
the adaptive strategy is effective, is often higher-order than the error on Ω′. When
∆Ω is a uniform grid (39) holds without this term.

Remark. Theorem 1 suggests that refinement strategies producing grids with
large uniform patches may yield more reliable results (cf. section 5).

The error estimator of Theorem 1 is asymptotically exact for all spaces satisfying
(16). However, in an adaptive setting, the estimator will be of little practical value if
the estimates on coarse grids are poor, especially if they significantly underestimate
the error. For finite element solutions in sub-TP spaces Lemma 2 and Theorem
1 suggest the effectiveness of the estimator is governed by two factors: by how
well it estimates the error in the TP solution; and by how well the sub-TP space
approximates the TP space. Previous work in two dimensions has demonstrated
that the estimator is effective when the solution is in the TP space [2, 19]. Thus, the
latter source of error may be more critical in determining estimator performance
than the former. The degradation in estimator performance due to the use of sub-
TP bases is explored in section 5. To help distinguish between the two sources
of estimator error the error estimates obtained when using sub-TP bases the are
compared with the error in the TP solution.

The error estimator of Theorem 1 is valid only on uniform patches. Typical adap-
tive grids consist of such patches connected by elements with irregular components.
On such grids the asymptotic equivalence property no longer holds [16]. However,
formulas for the interpolation error on such elements are computable and presented
in Appendix B. As noted earlier they also involve u(p+1,0,0)(mi), u(0,p+1,0)(mi) and
u(0,0,p+1)(mi). Computational experience on uniform grids (cf. section 5) indicates
that these derivatives are approximated by (p+1)!W x

i , (p+1)!W y
i and (p+1)!W z

i ,
respectively. These derivative approximations, together with (31) and the formulas
in the Appendix B, are used to generate error indicators, ‖E‖1,∆i , on all elements
of the grid (cf. section 5 for the effectiveness of this approach). This is referred to
as the adaptive irregular-grid-indicator strategy while using (31) on all elements is
called the adaptive uniform-grid-indicator strategy.

The h-refinement strategy is based on an earlier one-dimensional approach [12].
Error estimates are measured in the root-mean-square-H1 norm [12]

(40) ‖E‖∆i,rms =
‖E‖1,∆i

atol + rtol‖U‖1,∆i

, ‖E‖2∆Ω,rms =
Nel∑

i=1

‖E‖2∆i,rms,

where atol and rtol are the absolute and relative error tolerances, respectively. If on
∆Ω, ‖E‖∆Ω,rms > 1 elements with error indicators larger than rf√

Nel
are refined as

described in section 2 where rf is a refinement safety factor. Eight sibling elements
are coarsened into one element if the error indicators on all eight are smaller than
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cf
max(1,2p−3)

√
Nel

[12] where cf is the coarsening safety factor. If the sibling rule
is used the error indicators on the cousins must also satisfy this requirement. A
solution is computed on the new grid and the process is repeated until the tolerance
is met or too many levels of refinement are needed.

This h-refinement code is referred to by href and is called with six parameters p,
e, f, atol, rtol and m, where atol and rtol are user-prescribed absolute and relative
error tolerances and m is the mode. Three modes are considered, denoted by IS, UN
and IN. The first component (I or U) indicates whether the irregular- or regular-
grid-indicator strategy, respectively, is used. The second component shows whether
the sibling rule is used (S) or not (N). Thus, for example, mode IN means that
irregular-grid-indicator strategy for error estimation is in use while the sibling rule
is not.

The bulk of the storage needed by the code is used to store the Jacobian (for
the matrix-vector products in GMRES) and the preconditioner (it turns out that
Ndof is a reasonable proxy for the total storage). One array whose size is limited
by available memory is used to store both. Thus, as the number of unknowns
grows, the Jacobian also increases in size leaving less room for the ILUT-generated
preconditioner. The size and effectiveness of this preconditioner is controlled by
two parameters, a drop tolerance itol and a maximum row fill-in ifil. If insufficient
space is available due to a large Jacobian the value of ifil is adaptively decreased.
This in turn may degrade the performance of GMRES (cf. Example 5.3).

5. Computational results

In the first example the performance of the estimators as a function of the basis
is considered on a family of uniform grids. The second and third examples examine
the interplay of the estimator performance, the convergence of the iterative solver
GMRES and h-adaptivity. The first and second examples are linear, the third
is nonlinear. In order to approximately equalize the effects of terms in the error
expansion the exact solutions in the first and second examples are chosen so that
all derivatives of the same order are equal. In all three examples itol = 10−6

while ifil is taken to be 1000 in Example 5.1 and 800 (except for p = 5 and the
smaller tolerance in Example 5.2 where itol = 1200) in the other two. The tolerance
for GMRES is chosen to be 10−12. The maximum size of the Krylov subspace is
set at 10. This is quite small in comparison with the size of the systems on the
finest grid in the second two examples and was sufficient in most cases. The h-
adaptivity safety factors rf and cf have values 0.8 and 0.1, respectively. In all cases
rtol = 0. All calculations are performed in double precision on a Compaq ES40
Alphaserver. The codes are written in a combination of Fortran 77 and Fortran
90. Condition number estimates in Example 5.1 are computed from singular value
estimates obtained using ARPACK [14].

Example 5.1 Consider Poisson’s equation

(41) −∆u = F (x), x ∈ Ω ≡ (0, 1)3,

where F and the Dirichlet boundary conditions are chosen so that

(42) u(x) = tanh(5(x + y + z − 1.7)).

To study the effect of the finite element space on the estimator performance I solve
(41) on a family of uniform grids with hx

i = hy
i = hz

i = 1/2j , i = 1, . . . , Nel,
Nel = N3, N = 2j , j = 1, . . . , 4, and p = 2, . . . , 5. For each discretization the
number of degrees of freedom and the effectivity index, θ = ‖E‖1

‖e‖1 are displayed
in Tables 1-4. Since the estimator is asymptotically exact the effectivity index
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should approach 1 as the grid is refined. Additionally, the TP-effectivity index
θTP = ‖E‖1

‖eT P ‖1 is also shown, where eTP is the error in the TP finite element
solution. In order to examine the accuracy of the derivative approximations W x

i ,
W y

i and W z
i , i = 1, . . . , Nel, the derivative accuracy index,

θ̂ = (p + 1)!

(
Nel∑

i=1

(
W x

i −
u(p+1,0,0)(mi)

(p + 1)!

)2

+
(

W y
i −

u(0,p+1,0)(mi)
(p + 1)!

)2

+
(

W z
i −

u(0,0,p+1)(mi)
(p + 1)!

)2
) 1

2

/

(
Nel∑

i=1

((u(p+1,0,0)(mi))2 + (u(0,p+1,0)(mi))2 + (u(0,0,p+1)(mi))2)

) 1
2

,(43)

is computed. For p > 2 the number of possible combinations of e and f is quite
large so only a representative sample is presented. Among the representatives are
the TP solution (the largest possible values of e and f) and the mSBH solution (the
smallest values of e and f). I also show results for two other extreme cases, the
smallest (largest) possible value of e coupled with the largest (smallest) possible
value of f .

For both p even and odd the estimates appear to converge in p for N sufficiently
large (this was also observed in two dimensions for p even by Adjerid et al [1]). As
suggested in section 4 estimator performance improves as e and f approach their
maximum (TP) values. This is reflected in the derivative accuracy index. As p
increases the effectiveness of the estimators (and derivative estimates) associated
with bases for which e and/or f is at its minimum value decreases dramatically. For
example, with p = 5 and the mSBH basis, the effectivity index ranges between 0.02
and 0.08. More importantly from the standpoint of adaptivity the estimates signif-
icantly underestimate the error, even on the finest grid. Notably in these cases the
estimators do provide reasonable approximations of the TP error. This is evidence
for the hypothesis of section 4 that the primary source of estimator ineffectiveness
when using sub-TP spaces is how poorly the sub-TP space approximates the TP
space. As p increases larger values of e and f are needed to avoid this.

On the other hand the savings in terms of the number of degrees of freedom from
using the mSBH basis is sizable. The difference in Ndof becomes more pronounced
as p and N increase going from 48% fewer unknowns with p = 2 to 73% fewer
with p = 5 on the finest grid (the latter value is close to the theoretical limit of
83% savings, cf. section 3). The savings achieved by using the sub-TP basis with
maximum (minimum) f and minimum (maximum) e is 49% (25%) with p = 5 on
the finest grid. Additionally condition numbers in Table 5 for Jacobian matrices
on the grid with N = 2 for a selection of p, e and f show that they become more
ill-conditioned as p, e and f increase. When p = 4 and p = 5 the range in condition
numbers between the minimal and maximal values of e and f is dramatic.

While the mSBH basis (except for p = 2) and sub-TP bases with the extreme
values of f and e do not provide a robust alternatives to the TP basis promising
intermediate choices are available. These bases offer reliable error estimation with
significantly fewer degrees of freedom and improved Jacobian conditioning than the
TP basis. When p = 3 choosing e = 7 and f = 5 (cf. Figure 2) leads to 25% savings
on the finest grid with only slight deterioration in error estimation on all grids. For
p = 4 selecting the basis with e = 8 and f = 7 leads to 30% savings on the finest
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N e f Ndof θ θTP θ̂
2 6 4 125 0.5749 0.5749 0.7070
2 6 0 89 0.7130 1.3330 0.4788
2 0 4 117 0.6020 0.7636 0.6397
2 0 0 81 0.6939 1.3306 0.4816
4 6 4 729 0.6621 0.6621 0.3943
4 6 0 489 0.7746 1.1542 0.3711
4 0 4 665 0.4631 0.6258 0.3596
4 0 0 425 0.6016 1.1192 0.3559
8 6 4 4,913 0.9116 0.9116 0.1472
8 6 0 3,185 0.9435 1.0948 0.1336
8 0 4 4,401 0.8823 0.8899 0.1800
8 0 0 2,673 0.6882 0.9867 0.1960
16 6 4 35,937 0.9753 0.9753 0.03028
16 6 0 22,881 0.9875 1.0003 0.03680
16 0 4 31,841 0.9732 0.9733 0.03449
16 0 0 18,785 0.8636 0.9354 0.1121

Table 1. The number of degrees of freedom, effectivity index (θ),
TP-effectivity index (θTP ) and derivative accuracy index (θ̂) as a
function of N , e and f for p = 2 for Example 5.1.

grid with little loss in estimator performance. The choices with p = 5, e = 11,
f = 9 and e = 9, f = 8 result in 18% and 43% savings with comparable estimators.
Reductions in condition number range from a factor of 4 when p = 3 to 18 when
p = 5 and e = 9, f = 8. These choices are examined in the context of adaptivity in
the next two examples.

Example 5.2 Consider the linear reaction-diffusion equation

(44) −∆u = F (x)− u, x ∈ Ω ≡ (0, 1)3,

where F and the Dirichlet boundary conditions are chosen so that

(45) u(x) = tanh(5(x + y + z − 1.0)).

I solve (44) using the h-adaptive algorithm described in section 4. The initial grid is
uniform with N = 4. For each order p, solutions for a subset of the values of e, f (cf.
Example 5.1) and m are obtained for two (three when p = 5) absolute error toler-
ances. Storage savings are characterized by the space fraction χs which is the ratio
of Ndof on the final grid when using href(p,e,f,atol,0,m) to the corresponding value
of Ndof on the final grid obtained using href(p,3p,2p,atol,0,IN). The time fraction
χt is defined similarly with total CPU time replacing Ndof . Grid irregularity is
measured by %irr = Ncrd−Ndof

Ncrd
where again Ncrd and Ndof are calculated on the

final grid. For each set of parameters p, e, f, m and atol the number of degrees of
freedom, the error in the H1-seminorm, grid irregularity, space and time fractions
and effectivity index on the final grid are displayed in Tables 6-9. The number
of levels at which a solution is computed (the number of refinement levels is one
less), total number of GMRES iterations, and CPU time used in computing the
solution are also shown. For p = 5, the four levels of refinement required to satisfy
the smallest tolerance, leads to larger linear systems than could be solved with the
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N e f Ndof θ θTP θ̂
2 9 6 343 0.1289 0.1289 0.9427
2 9 4 235 0.07189 0.1164 0.9473
2 7 5 275 0.09555 0.1313 0.9414
2 0 6 279 0.1625 0.4714 0.8376
2 0 4 171 0.1778 0.4670 0.8341
4 9 6 2,197 0.6441 0.6441 0.5769
4 9 4 1,477 0.3424 0.6221 0.5992
4 7 5 1,701 0.5379 0.6497 0.5710
4 0 6 1,685 0.3732 1.5165 0.4098
4 0 4 965 0.3201 1.5414 0.4074
8 9 6 15,625 0.8178 0.8178 0.1510
8 9 4 10,441 0.6569 0.7953 0.1741
8 7 5 11,849 0.7987 0.8236 0.1456
8 0 6 11,529 0.6430 1.0460 0.1630
8 0 4 6,345 0.4457 1.1246 0.2174
16 9 6 117,649 0.9568 0.9568 0.05686
16 9 4 78,481 0.8849 0.9466 0.06956
16 7 5 88,209 0.9559 0.9594 0.05347
16 0 6 84,881 0.9758 1.0034 0.01988
16 0 4 45,713 0.7543 1.0796 0.08303

Table 2. The number of degrees of freedom, effectivity index (θ),
TP-effectivity index (θTP ) and derivative accuracy index (θ̂) as a
function of N , e and f for p = 3 for Example 5.1.

available resources for most of the cases considered. Thus, in all but three cases,
only Ndof , χs and %irr are presented at the final (fourth) level. For this reason I
also solve (44) href(5,e,f,0.001,0,m) for the appropriate choices of e, f and m. Since
the results are markedly different than in the other cases they are discussed at the
end.

In general as e and f increase Ndof increases on the final grid. Substantial savings
are achieved by using sub-TP bases. For p = 2 the savings range between 40% and
60%. When p = 3 a reduction of 30% is achieved when using e = 7 and f = 5.
With the mSBH basis the reduction is 60%. The comparable savings when p = 4
are 30% and 70%, respectively. For p = 5 the savings at the smaller two tolerances
are about 20% with e = 11 and f = 9, 40% with e = 9 and f = 8 and about 70%
with the mSBH basis. These savings are especially important when p = 5 since at
the smallest tolerance only the basis with e = 9 and f = 8 yields a reliable solution.
Storage is not significantly effected by the use of the uniform-grid-indicator strategy.
All runs with the sibling rule use substantially more storage than their non-sibling
counterparts, typically by about 30% to 40%.

In all cases the tolerance is met when using bases larger than the mSBH basis.
In fact in most cases the error is substantially less than the tolerance. This is due
to the combination of binary refinement with high order elements since a reduction
in the size of elements by a factor of two yields a significantly greater reduction
in the error. For p = 2 and 3 the error in the solution obtained using the mSBH
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N e f Ndof θ θTP θ̂
2 12 8 729 0.7723 0.7723 0.6110
2 12 5 513 0.3458 0.6838 0.7033
2 8 7 557 0.6536 1.6075 0.2310
2 0 8 513 0.3098 2.2223 0.1398
2 0 5 297 0.2910 2.0332 0.06523
4 12 8 4,913 0.6926 0.6926 0.2147
4 12 5 3,473 0.09183 0.2072 0.8434
4 8 7 3,585 0.6717 1.1316 0.5957
4 0 8 3,185 0.1176 2.0827 1.9130
4 0 5 1,745 0.1133 2.0081 1.8075
8 12 8 35,937 1.1383 1.1383 0.06164
8 12 5 25,569 0.2769 0.6104 0.6249
8 8 7 25,505 1.2264 1.3630 0.1553
8 0 8 22,113 0.2080 2.3042 0.9660
8 0 5 11,745 0.2047 2.4080 1.0344
16 12 8 274,625 0.9990 0.9990 0.01033
16 12 5 196,289 0.7254 0.9033 0.1367
16 8 7 191,937 1.0043 1.0049 0.06604
16 0 8 164,033 0.2700 1.1345 0.1536
16 0 5 85,697 0.2626 1.2332 0.2532

Table 3. The number of degrees of freedom, effectivity index (θ),
TP-effectivity index (θTP ) and derivative accuracy index (θ̂) as a
function of N , e and f for p = 4 for Example 5.1.

basis satisfies the tolerance on the final grid. When p = 4 and 5 (with the two
smaller tolerances) the error obtained using this basis is significantly larger than
the error achieved by the other bases. Moreover, when p = 5, it does not meet
the tolerance requirement in three out of four cases. The reason is clearly the poor
performance of the error indicators as is already observed on uniform grids in the
previous example.

With the exception of the mSBH basis when p = 4 and 5 the reliability of the
error estimates on the final grid when using the irregular-grid-indicator strategy
is quite high. In most situations the error is slightly overestimated which is more
desirable. As expected (cf. section 4) for p = 4 and 5 using the mSBH basis no
longer produces reliable error estimates. However, when p = 4, the tolerance is
met in three of four cases when using this basis, due as noted to above, to the
combination of high-order and binary refinement. Clearly, the mSBH basis is not
an appropriate choice for high order. The uniform-grid-indicator-strategy leads to
smaller estimates of the error. They are adequate for p = 2 and 3 but not for
p = 4 and 5 (though the tolerance is always met). This justifies the use of the
more complicated irregular-grid-indicator approach. As expected, the sibling rule
improves grid regularity but its benefits on error estimation are not substantial.
Error estimate reliability also improves with increasing refinement as shown in
Table 10 for the three bases used when p = 3 and atol = 0.001 (other values of
p, e and f exhibited similar behavior). On the coarser grids the error estimates
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N e f Ndof θ θTP θ̂
2 15 10 1,331 0.3975 0.3975 0.8875
2 15 6 971 0.1395 0.3403 0.9049
2 11 9 1,135 0.3360 0.6075 0.8234
2 9 8 871 0.2592 0.9599 0.7235
2 6 10 827 0.08508 1.2357 0.6592
2 6 6 467 0.07903 1.1052 0.6995
4 15 10 9,261 1.0125 1.0125 0.3624
4 15 6 6,861 0.3265 0.9894 0.3875
4 11 9 7,741 0.8667 1.1032 0.2978
4 9 8 5,725 0.4393 1.8975 0.2534
4 6 10 5,229 0.07959 3.0070 0.9962
4 6 6 2,829 0.07655 2.8969 0.9255
8 15 10 68,921 0.6360 0.6360 0.06901
8 15 6 51,641 0.4056 0.6767 0.1100
8 11 9 56,953 0.6317 0.6326 0.05767
8 9 8 41,209 0.5397 0.6395 0.2161
8 6 10 36,665 0.01781 1.0848 0.8328
8 6 6 19,385 0.01928 1.1785 0.9147
16 15 10 531,441 0.9982 0.9982 0.01485
16 15 6 400,881 0.6680 1.0693 0.06017
16 11 9 436,465 0.9983 0.9983 0.01460
16 9 8 312,049 1.0079 1.0124 0.01427
16 6 10 273,393 0.06959 1.2531 0.2805
16 6 6 142,833 0.07583 1.3974 0.4120

Table 4. The number of degrees of freedom, effectivity index (θ),
TP-effectivity index (θTP ) and derivative accuracy index (θ̂) as a
function of N , e and f for p = 5 for Example 5.1.

p = 2 p = 3
e, f 6,4 6,0 0,0 9,6 7,5 0,4

κ2(J) 1.7e2 2.6e1 4.9 2.0e3 4.6e2 3.1e1
p = 4 p = 5

e, f 12,8 8,7 0,5 15,10 11,9 9,8 6,6
κ2(J) 1.2e4 1.2e3 5.6e2 5.0e4 1.1e4 2.7e3 1.9e2

Table 5. The condition number κ2(J) of the Jacobian matrices
on the uniform grid with N = 2 for select values of p, e and f for
Example 5.1.

underestimate the error, especially when using the mSBH basis. This shortcoming
is partly compensated for by the significant reductions in the error for larger p as
the grid is refined.
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atol e f m Ndof χs |e|1 θ lvl % irr nGM time χt

5.0e-2 6 4 IN 17,445 1.00 0.18e-1 1.01 3 12.8 10 2.9e2 1.00
5.0e-2 6 4 UN 16,863 0.97 0.19e-1 0.94 3 13.2 10 2.6e2 0.90
5.0e-2 6 0 IN 11,250 0.64 0.19e-1 1.01 3 14.5 9 9.1e1 0.32
5.0e-2 0 0 IN 7,401 0.42 0.24e-1 0.98 3 22.8 8 3.6e1 0.12
5.0e-2 6 4 IS 22,513 1.29 0.18e-1 0.99 3 7.0 10 4.5e2 1.55
5.0e-2 6 0 IS 14,257 0.82 0.18e-1 0.99 3 8.1 9 1.5e2 0.52
5.0e-2 0 0 IS 9,821 0.56 0.21e-1 0.88 3 13.6 8 6.9e1 0.24
1.0e-2 6 4 IN 118,219 1.00 0.47e-2 1.06 4 9.4 16 5.9e3 1.00
1.0e-2 6 4 UN 117,457 0.99 0.47e-2 0.96 4 9.3 16 6.0e3 1.02
1.0e-2 6 0 IN 74,470 0.63 0.47e-2 1.03 4 10.8 15 2.5e3 0.42
1.0e-2 0 0 IN 61,904 0.52 0.47e-2 0.98 4 12.8 15 1.9e3 0.32
1.0e-2 6 4 IS 141,305 1.20 0.44e-2 1.00 4 6.8 16 8.4e3 1.42
1.0e-2 6 0 IS 88,673 0.75 0.44e-2 1.00 4 7.9 14 3.5e3 0.59
1.0e-2 0 0 IS 71,361 0.60 0.45e-2 0.97 4 9.7 15 2.6e3 0.44

Table 6. The number of degrees of freedom, space fraction, error
(in the H1 seminorm), effectivity index and irregularity on the
final grid and the number of refinement levels (lvl), total number
of GMRES iterations (nGM), total time and time fraction used by
href(2,e,f,atol,0,m) for Example 5.2.

The savings in CPU time are also significant. For the mSBH basis they are
typically more than 80%. For other sub-TP bases they range from 12% to 48%
though there are no general trends as p increases. Since using the sibling rule leads
to more unknowns the CPU times for these runs are also generally larger, sometimes
substantially so.

Not surprisingly the number of GMRES iterations is directly related to Ndof .
Thus, fewer iterations are needed as e and f decrease (recall also the results on
condition numbers from Example 5.1). The differences are not sizable. Since most
of the time spent by the algorithm involves the assembling and (incomplete) fac-
toring of J [20] the impact in savings in CPU time from fewer GMRES iterations
is minimal. In all cases less than 10 GMRES iterations were required for conver-
gence. Thus, the size of the Krylov space was not a factor in performance due to
the effectiveness of the preconditioning.

Several factors contribute to the wide variability in the performance of href when
p = 5 at the coarsest tolerance atol = 0.001. In this case the sibling rule which leads
to slightly more refinement at each level, produces an acceptable (in terms of the
error estimate) solution with one fewer level of refinement (lvl = 2). Similarly, since
the uniform-grid-indicator strategy tends to underestimate the error it also leads
to termination after one refinement level. Somewhat surprisingly three refinement
levels (lvl = 4) are required when e = f = 6 and m = IN . This is due to the fact
that on coarser grids the error when using the mSBH basis is substantially larger
than the error with the other bases. Here is an additional reason for rejecting this
basis for higher p. In many cases the error estimate significantly overestimates the
error on the final level. Clearly, for this tolerance, p = 5 is not an optimal choice.
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atol e f m Ndof χs |e|1 θ lvl % irr nGM time χt

5.0e-3 9 6 IN 45,244 1.00 0.16e-2 1.20 3 12.6 12 2.4e3 1.00
5.0e-3 9 6 UN 44,092 0.97 0.16e-2 0.92 3 12.2 12 2.3e3 0.96
5.0e-3 7 5 IN 33,607 0.74 0.16e-2 1.18 3 14.8 12 1.4e3 0.58
5.0e-3 0 4 IN 17,548 0.39 0.23e-2 0.85 3 20.5 10 3.8e2 0.16
5.0e-3 9 6 IS 63,127 1.40 0.12e-2 1.02 3 7.0 12 3.3e3 1.38
5.0e-3 7 5 IS 47,127 1.04 0.12e-2 1.02 3 8.2 12 2.0e3 0.83
5.0e-3 0 4 IS 28,489 0.63 0.17e-2 0.74 3 8.4 10 8.4e2 0.35
1.0e-3 9 6 IN 259,057 1.00 0.25e-3 1.12 4 10.0 18 3.0e4 1.00
1.0e-3 9 6 UN 253,522 0.98 0.26e-3 0.93 4 10.3 18 3.1e4 1.03
1.0e-3 7 5 IN 191,594 0.74 0.25e-3 1.11 4 11.8 17 1.9e4 0.63
1.0e-3 0 4 IN 99,137 0.38 0.36e-3 0.85 4 20.0 15 5.9e3 0.20
1.0e-3 9 6 IS 339,121 1.31 0.21e-3 1.12 4 6.8 18 4.4e4 1.47
1.0e-3 7 5 IS 251,457 0.97 0.21e-3 1.11 4 8.1 18 2.8e4 0.93
1.0e-3 0 4 IS 126,113 0.49 0.28e-3 0.86 4 11.6 16 9.2e3 0.31

Table 7. The number of degrees of freedom, space fraction, error
(in the H1 seminorm), effectivity index and irregularity on the
final grid and the number of refinement levels (lvl), total number
of GMRES iterations (nGM), total time and time fraction used by
href(3,e,f,atol,0,m) for Example 5.2.

atol e f m Ndof χs |e|1 θ lvl % irr nGM time χt

5.0e-4 12 8 IN 106,873 1.00 0.12e-3 1.23 3 9.8 15 1.0e4 1.00
5.0e-4 12 8 UN 104,161 0.97 0.13e-3 0.70 3 9.5 15 1.0e4 1.00
5.0e-4 8 7 IN 74,287 0.70 0.12e-3 1.30 3 11.5 12 6.3e3 0.63
5.0e-4 0 5 IN 34,615 0.32 0.70e-3 0.22 3 16.3 12 1.5e3 0.15
5.0e-4 12 8 IS 148,169 1.39 0.70e-4 1.06 3 5.4 15 1.4e4 1.40
5.0e-4 8 7 IS 102,945 0.96 0.70e-4 1.06 3 7.2 12 9.0e3 0.90
5.0e-4 0 5 IS 48,977 0.46 0.32e-3 0.28 3 9.1 12 2.3e3 0.23
5.0e-5 12 8 IN 730,773 1.00 0.71e-5 1.18 4 6.5 22 1.2e5 1.00
5.0e-5 12 8 UN 711,977 0.97 0.98e-5 0.79 4 6.8 23 1.1e5 0.96
5.0e-5 8 7 IN 509,474 0.70 0.62e-5 1.17 4 8.4 17 9.7e4 0.88
5.0e-5 0 5 IN 217,465 0.30 0.33e-4 0.29 4 12.5 18 2.3e4 0.21
5.0e-5 12 8 IS 906,649 1.24 0.50e-5 1.04 4 4.8 22 1.1e5 0.96
5.0e-5 8 7 IS 624,961 0.85 0.50e-5 1.04 4 6.4 16 1.1e5 0.96
5.0e-5 0 5 IS 267,385 0.37 0.16e-4 0.40 4 9.7 18 3.1e4 0.28

Table 8. The number of degrees of freedom, space fraction, error
(in the H1 seminorm), effectivity index and irregularity on the
final grid and the number of refinement levels (lvl), total number
of GMRES iterations (nGM), total time and time fraction used by
href(4,e,f,atol,0,m) for Example 5.2.
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atol e f m Ndof χs |e|1 θ lvl % irr nGM time χt

1.0e-3 15 10 IN 104,246 1.00 0.84e-4 1.83 3 15.4 20 1.3e4 1.00
1.0e-3 15 10 UN 28,496 0.27 0.57e-3 0.29 2 9.8 12 1.8e3 0.14
1.0e-3 11 9 IN 82,468 0.79 0.85e-4 2.79 3 18.3 17 1.1e4 0.82
1.0e-3 9 8 IN 59,509 0.57 0.13e-3 3.25 3 22.0 15 6.0e3 0.46
1.0e-3 6 6 IN 47,453 0.46 0.88e-3 0.063 4 26.4 17 4.9e3 0.38
1.0e-3 15 10 IS 38,161 0.37 0.34e-3 2.16 2 6.1 12 2.4e3 0.18
1.0e-3 11 9 IS 31,453 0.30 0.34e-3 2.11 2 7.1 10 1.9e3 0.14
1.0e-3 9 8 IS 36,355 0.35 0.18e-3 1.04 2 2.9 9 2.1e3 0.16
1.0e-3 6 6 IS 71,277 0.68 0.82e-3 0.09 4 19.4 18 8.2e3 0.62
5.0e-5 15 10 IN 203,026 1.00 0.12e-4 1.08 3 7.8 19 3.1e4 1.00
5.0e-5 15 10 UN 203,026 1.00 0.12e-4 0.61 3 7.8 19 3.1e4 1.00
5.0e-5 11 9 IN 165,907 0.82 0.12e-4 1.08 3 9.0 15 2.5e4 0.81
5.0e-5 9 8 IN 121,630 0.60 0.13e-4 1.10 3 12.5 14 1.6e4 0.52
5.0e-5 6 6 IN 53,500 0.26 0.30e-3 0.06 3 15.9 12 4.2e3 0.14
5.0e-5 15 10 IS 287,691 1.42 0.40e-5 1.27 3 4.4 18 4.1e4 1.32
5.0e-5 11 9 IS 235,723 1.17 0.40e-5 1.27 3 5.2 15 3.4e4 1.10
5.0e-5 9 8 IS 167,755 0.83 0.40e-5 1.26 3 6.5 14 2.2e4 0.71
5.0e-5 6 6 IS 75,987 0.37 0.77e-4 0.09 3 9.6 12 5.8e3 0.19
2.5e-6 15 10 IN 1,257,386 1.00 4 6.2
2.5e-6 15 10 UN 1,219,686 0.97 4 6.8
2.5e-6 11 9 IN 1,025,503 0.82 4 7.2
2.5e-6 9 8 IN 739,987 0.59 0.59e-6 1.00 4 8.8 18 2.2e5
2.5e-6 6 6 IN 377,137 0.30 0.54e-5 0.10 4 13.9 16 8.7e4
2.5e-6 15 10 IS 1,768,231 1.41 4 3.9
2.5e-6 11 9 IS 1,444,351 1.15 4 4.5
2.5e-6 9 8 IS 1,021,615 0.81 4 6.8
2.5e-6 6 6 IS 476,293 0.38 0.20e-5 0.12 4 9.3 16 1.1e5

Table 9. The number of degrees of freedom, space fraction, error
(in the H1 seminorm), effectivity index and irregularity on the
final grid and the number of refinement levels (lvl), total number
of GMRES iterations (nGM), total time and time fraction used by
href(5,e,f,atol,0,m) for Example 5.2.

level e, f = 9, 6 e, f = 7, 5 e, f = 0, 4
1 0.7911 0.6729 0.3421
2 0.8750 0.8556 0.4292
3 0.9674 0.9660 0.7429
4 1.1170 1.1111 0.8528

Table 10. The effectivity index as a function of the level of re-
finement, in solving (44) using href(3,e,f,0.001,0,IN).
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Example 5.3 Consider the nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation

(46) ε∆u = u2, x ∈ Ω ≡ (0, 1)3,

with

(47) u(x) = 1, x ∈ ∂Ω.

Since (46) is nonlinear an initial guess u0(x) of the solution on the coarse grid is
needed. Here u0 is taken to be

(48) u0(x) = 1− sin(πx)sin(πy)sin(πz).

The solution is nearly zero on the interior with boundary layers (of thickness O(
√

ε)
at each of the faces. As in the previous example the initial grid is the 4 × 4 × 4
uniform grid.

Equations (46)-(47) are solved with ε = 4.0×10−3, two absolute error tolerances
atol = 5.0× 10−2 and 5.0× 10−3 and rtol = 0. The values of p, e and f considered
are those that performed well in the previous example. In all cases m = IN .
Displayed in Table 11 are Ndof , the approximate error |E|1 on the final grid, the
number of refinement levels (with 1 indicating the initial grid), the total number
of GMRES iterations, nGM, and time. For all runs a maximum of three Newton
steps is performed at each level while the Jacobian J is computed once per level.
In all cases this maximum is required at each level. Improvements on this aspect
of the algorithm are needed.

When atol = 5.0 × 10−2 optimal performance is achieved with p = 3, e = 0
and f = 4. Runs with suboptimal bases require fewer unknowns and GMRES
iterations and shorter times. These results are in agreement with observations in
Example 5.2. Solutions obtained with p = 5 are slower and require more unknowns
than with p = 3 and 4. This is primarily due to the fact that for p = 4 and 5
only one additional grid was necessary and it was uniform. Thus, the estimated
errors for p = 5 are considerably less than the tolerance. Results for p = 2 are the
least efficient involving significantly larger numbers of unknowns on the final grid
and CPU times a factor of 10 larger than all but one of the other discretizations
(although the error is somewhat smaller).

At the smaller tolerance, with one exception, performance improves as p in-
creases. Storage savings are more dramatic than reductions in CPU time. Again,
in all cases suboptimal bases are more efficient than the TP bases with comparable
error estimates. Solutions when p = 2 could not be obtained with the memory
resources available. In two of the cases when p = 3 insufficient space was available
to generate an effective preconditioner due to the large Jacobian. The result is a
suboptimal GMRES performance as evidenced by the large number of iterations.
In the remaining cases the number of GMRES iterations needed for convergence
was less than 13. This suggests that finding a good preconditioner is more impor-
tant than the size of the Krylov space for these types of problems. The optimal
choice both in terms of storage and time is p = 5, e = 9 and f = 8, although the
mSBH basis with p = 3 also performs well. This behavior is typical of h-refinement
strategies in one dimension where the use of higher p improves the performance as
the tolerance decreases [12].

6. Conclusions

Herein I have presented a h-refinement algorithm with various bases and orders
for solving reaction-diffusion equations in three dimensions. The bases range from
the mSBH basis introduced by Adjerid et al [2] to the TP basis for p = 2, . . . , 5.
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atol p e f Ndof |E|1 lvl nGM time
5.0e-2 2 6 4 838,429 0.25e-1 5 57 3.14e4
5.0e-2 2 6 0 526,261 0.25e-1 5 49 1.68e4
5.0e-2 3 9 6 75,367 0.44e-1 3 35 2.60e3
5.0e-2 3 7 5 56,443 0.43e-1 3 30 1.38e3
5.0e-2 3 0 4 29,155 0.44e-1 3 24 4.33e2
5.0e-2 4 12 8 35,937 0.40e-1 2 28 1.07e3
5.0e-2 4 8 7 25,505 0.41e-1 2 21 8.27e2
5.0e-2 5 15 10 68,921 0.68e-2 2 39 3.86e3
5.0e-2 5 11 9 56,953 0.69e-2 2 33 3.41e3
5.0e-2 5 9 8 41,209 0.69e-2 2 28 2.40e3
5.0e-3 3 9 6 1,963,513 0.40e-2 5 4283 9.90e4
5.0e-3 3 7 5 1,446,675 0.39e-2 5 3677 7.83e4
5.0e-3 3 0 4 716,087 0.25e-2 5 52 3.59e4
5.0e-3 4 12 8 1,030,577 0.20e-2 4 90 7.58e4
5.0e-3 4 8 7 698,923 0.22e-2 4 62 7.00e4
5.0e-3 5 15 10 341,251 0.18e-2 3 76 4.50e4
5.0e-3 5 11 9 280,087 0.19e-2 3 63 3.56e4
5.0e-3 5 9 8 199,999 0.21e-2 3 53 2.46e4

Table 11. The number of degrees of freedom, estimated error (in
the H1 seminorm), on the final grid and the number of refinement
levels (lvl), total number of GMRES iterations (nGM) and total
time used by href(p,e,f,atol,0,m) for Example 5.3.

One of two variants of a hierarchical a posteriori error estimation strategy drive the
adaptivity. Since continuity is enforced across element boundaries irregular nodes,
edges and faces are present in the grid. Several grid “smoothing” rules are used
to reduce grid irregularity including a sibling rule. The interaction of the choice of
basis, error estimation procedure and sibling rule are examined and their impact
on the overall performance of the method is investigated for three problems.

For higher-order approximations the mSBH basis is not satisfactory due to poor
reliability of the error estimates. Likewise the TP basis is not recommended since
it leads to larger and more poorly conditioned linear algebra problems and longer
CPU times. Intermediate sub-TP bases are found that offer reliable error estimates
and substantial savings in storage and CPU time. The use of the irregular-grid-
indicator strategy, especially at high orders, improves reliability. The benefits of the
sibling rule (e.g., slightly more accurate error estimates) are not significant enough
to overcome its shortcomings (e.g., increased storage and less efficiency).

The data suggest that a strategy that uses the TP basis on the coarsest (initial)
grid and reduced bases as the grid is refined might lead to better performance [21].
In most cases the final error was much smaller than the tolerance. This suggests
that hp-adaptivity is necessary to improve efficiency. Hp-adaptivity is also needed to
enhance reliability since on coarsest grids the error estimates are not as accurate for
higher p. Clearly the strategy used in solving the nonlinear system has a critical
impact on the overall performance of the algorithm and further investigation is
needed.
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7. Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 2. Since ∆Ω is uniform let Hx = hx
i , Hy = hy

i and Hz = hz
i for any i. Let

∆i ∈ ∆Ω and Ŝp,e,f = Sp,TP \Sp,e,f . Then

(49) UI − Ue,f
I =

∑

(l,m,n)∈Ŝp,e,f

Ū i
l,m,nΦl(x; Hx; mx

i )Φm(y; Hy ; my
i )Φn(z; Hz ; mz

i ).

Alternatively using the notation of [17], (49) can be rewritten as

(50) UI − Ue,f
I =

∑

(l,m,n)∈Ŝp,e,f

Ũ i
l,m,nΦ̃l(x; Hx; mx

i )Φ̃m(y; Hy ; my
i )Φ̃n(z; Hz ; mz

i ).

where

(51) Ũ i
l,m,n = cl,m,nHl

xHm
y Hn

z u(l,m,n)(mi) + O(Hl+m+n+2),

and
(52)

Φ̃j(w; Hw; mw
i ) =





1 j = 0,
2

Hw
(w −mw

i ) j = 1,

Φj(w; Hw; mw
i ) j ≥ 2,

=





P0(w) j = 0,

P1( 2
Hw

(w −mw
i )) j = 1,√

2j−1
2

∫ 2(w−mw
i )/Hw

−1 Pj−1(s)ds j ≥ 2.

From (50)-(52) it follows that

‖(UI − Ue,f
I )(1,0,0)‖20,∆i

=
∑

(l,m,n)∈Ŝp,e,f

∑

(l̄,m̄,n̄)∈Ŝp,e,f

(cl,m,ncl̄,m̄,n̄Hl+l̄
x Hm+m̄

y Hn+n̄
z u(l,m,n)(mi)u(l̄,m̄,n̄)(mi)

+ O(Hl+m+n+l̄+m̄+n̄))

∫ mi
x+Hx/2

mi
x−Hx/2

Φ̃′l(x; Hx; mi
x)Φ̃′̄

l
(x; Hx; mi

x)dx

×
∫ mi

y+Hy/2

mi
y−Hy/2

Φ̃m(y; Hy; mi
y)Φ̃m̄(y; Hy ; mi

y)dy

∫ mi
z+Hz/2

mi
z−Hz/2

Φ̃n(z; Hz ; mi
z)Φ̃n̄(z; Hz ; mi

z)dz.

(53)

Using (52) yields

∫ mi
x+Hx/2

mi
x−Hx/2

Φ̃′l(x; Hx; mi
x)Φ̃′̄

l
(x; Hx; mi

x)dx = O(H−1
x ),

∫ mi
y+Hy/2

mi
y−Hy/2

Φ̃m(y; Hy ; mi
y)Φ̃m̄(y; Hy; mi

y)dy = O(Hy),

∫ mi
z+Hz/2

mi
z−Hz/2

Φ̃n(z; Hz ; mi
z)Φ̃n̄(z; Hz ; mi

z)dz = O(Hz).(54)

Combining (53) and (54) and summing over i gives

(55) ‖(UI − Ue,f
I )(1,0,0)‖20 = O(Hl+m+n+l̄+m̄+n̄−2).

with comparable results for ‖(UI −Ue,f
I )(0,1,0)‖20 and ‖(UI −Ue,f

I )(0,0,1)‖20. The same techniques
yield

(56) ‖(UI − Ue,f
I )‖20 = O(Hl+m+n+l̄+m̄+n̄+1).

The result follows from (51), (55) and (56) since l + m + n ≥ min(e, f) + 1 and l̄ + m̄ + n̄ ≥
min(e, f) + 1. 2

8. Appendix B

The formulas for the interpolation error on the elements shown in Figure 1 for p = 2, 3, 4 and 5
are given below (formulas for p = 1 are given in [15]). For simplicity the midpoints of the elements
are assumed to be 0 = (0, 0, 0). All formulas are computed using Maple. In the case of p = 2 and
p = 4 some of the terms change signs for symmetrical configurations.
p = 2
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Case 1:

‖ex‖20 =
h5

xhyhz

720
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

h7
yhz

1, 440hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 + O(H8),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh5

yhz

270
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 + O(H8),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh5

z

720
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 +

hxh7
y

1, 440hz
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 + O(H8).(57)

Case 2:

‖ex‖20 =
h5

xhyhz

270
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

h7
yhz

1, 440hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 + O(H8),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh5

yhz

270
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

h7
xhz

1, 440hy
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 + O(H8),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh5

z

720
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 +

h7
xhy

1, 440hz
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

hxh7
y

1, 440hz
(u(0,3,0)(0))2

− h4
xh4

y

1, 152hz
(u(3,0,0)(0))(u(0,3,0)(0)) + O(H8).(58)

Case 3a:

‖ex‖20 =
h5

xhyhz

720
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

h7
yhz

480hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

hyh7
z

480hx
(u(0,0,3)(0))2

− h4
yh4

z

288hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))(u(0,0,3)(0)) + O(H8),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh5

yhz

120
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 + O(H8),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh5

z

120
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 + O(H8).

(59)

Case 3b:

‖ex‖20 =
h5

xhyhz

270
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

h7
yhz

1, 440hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

hyh7
z

1, 440hx
(u(0,0,3)(0))2

− h4
yh4

z

1, 152hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))(u(0,0,3)(0)) + O(H8),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh5

yhz

270
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

h7
xhz

1, 440hy
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

hxh7
z

1, 440hy
(u(0,0,3)(0))2

+
h4

xh4
z

1, 152hy
(u(3,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,3)(0)) + O(H8),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh5

z

270
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 +

h7
xhx

1, 440hz
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

hxh7
y

1, 440hz
(u(0,3,0)(0))2

− h4
xh4

y

1, 152hz
(u(3,0,0)(0))(u(0,3,0)(0)) + O(H8).(60)

Case 4:

‖ex‖20 =
h5

xhyhz

120
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

hyh7
z

1, 440hx
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 + O(H8),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh5

yhz

120
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

hxh7
z

1, 440hy
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 + O(H8),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh5

z

270
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 +

h7
xhy

480hz
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

hxh7
y

480hz
(u(0,3,0)(0))2

− h4
xh4

y

288hz
(u(3,0,0)(0))(u(0,3,0)(0)) + O(H8).(61)
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Case 5:

‖ex‖20 =
h5

xhyhz

120
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

h7
yhz

480hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

hyh7
z

1, 440hx
(u(0,0,3)(0))2

− h4
yh4

z

576hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))(u(0,0,3)(0)) + O(H8),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh5

yhz

120
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

h7
xhz

480hy
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

hxh7
z

1, 440hy
(u(0,0,3)(0))2

+
h4

xh4
z

576hy
(u(3,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,3)(0)) + O(H8),

‖ez‖20 =
61hxhyh5

z

4, 320
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 + O(H8).

(62)

Case 6:

‖ex‖20 =
61h5

xhyhz

4, 320
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

h7
yhz

1, 440hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

hyh7
z

1, 440hx
(u(0,0,3)(0))2

− h4
yh4

z

1, 152hx
(u(0,3,0)(0))(u(0,0,3)(0)) + O(H8),

‖ey‖20 =
61hxh5

yhz

4, 320
(u(0,3,0)(0))2 +

h7
xhz

1, 440hy
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

hxh7
z

1, 440hy
(u(0,0,3)(0))2

+
h4

xh4
z

1, 152hy
(u(3,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,3)(0)) + O(H8),

‖ez‖20 =
61hxhyh5

z

4, 320
(u(0,0,3)(0))2 +

h7
xhy

1, 440hz
(u(3,0,0)(0))2 +

hxh7
y

1, 440hz
(u(0,3,0)(0))2

− h4
xh4

y

1, 152hz
(u(3,0,0)(0))(u(0,3,0)(0)) + O(H8).(63)

p = 3
Case 1:

‖ex‖20 =
h7

xhyhz

100, 800
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11h9
yhz

1, 134, 000hx
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 + O(H10),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh7

yhz

12, 600
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 + O(H10),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh7

z

100, 800
(u(0,0,4)(0))2 +

11hxh9
y

1, 134, 000hz
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 + O(H10).(64)

Case 2:

‖ex‖20 =
h7

xhyhz

12, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11h9
yhz

1, 134, 000hx
(u(0,4,0)(0))2

+
h3

xh5
yhz

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh7

yhz

12, 600
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 +

11h9
xhz

1, 134, 000hy
(u(4,0,0)(0))2

+
h5

xh3
yhz

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh7

z

100, 800
(u(0,0,4)(0))2 +

11h9
xhy

1, 134, 000hz
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11hxh9
y

1, 134, 000hz
(u(0,4,0)(0))2

+
h5

xh5
y

259, 200hz
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0)) + O(H10).

(65)
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Case 3a:

‖ex‖20 =
h7

xhyhz

100, 800
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11h9
yhz

378, 000hx
(u(0,4,0)(0))2

+
11hyh9

z

378, 000hx
(u(0,0,4)(0))2 + O(H10),

‖ey‖20 =
11hxh7

yhz

50, 400
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 + O(H10),

‖ez‖20 =
11hxhyh7

z

50, 400
(u(0,0,4)(0))2 + O(H10).(66)

Case 3b:

‖ex‖20 =
h7

xhyhz

12, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11h9
yhz

1, 134, 000hx
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 +

11hyh9
z

1, 134, 000hx
(u(0,0,4)(0))2

+
h5

yh5
z

259, 200hx
(u(0,4,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) +

h3
xh5

yhz

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0))

+
h3

xhyh5
z

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh7

yhz

12, 600
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 +

11h9
xhz

1, 134, 000hy
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11hxh9
z

1, 134, 000hy
(u(0,0,4)(0))2

+
h5

xh5
z

259, 200hy
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) +

h5
xh3

yhz

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0))

+
hxh3

yh5
z

129, 600
(u(0,4,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh7

z

12, 600
(u(0,0,4)(0))2 +

11h9
xhy

1, 134, 000hz
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11hxh9
y

1, 134, 000hz
(u(0,4,0)(0))2

+
h5

xh5
y

259, 200hz
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0)) +

h5
xhyh3

z

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0))

+
hxh5

yh3
z

129, 600
(u(0,4,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10).

(67)

Case 4:

‖ex‖20 =
11h7

xhyhz

50, 400
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11hyh9
z

1, 134, 000hx
(u(0,0,4)(0))2

+
h3

xhyh5
z

86, 400
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ey‖20 =
11hxh7

yhz

50, 400
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 +

11hxh9
z

1, 134, 000hy
(u(0,0,4)(0))2

+
hxh3

yh5
z

86, 400
(u(0,4,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh7

z

12, 600
(u(0,0,4)(0))2 +

11h9
xhy

378, 000hz
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11hxh9
y

378, 000hz
(u(0,4,0)(0))2

+
h5

xhyh3
z

86, 400
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) +

hxh5
yh3

z

86, 400
(u(0,4,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10).

(68)
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Case 5:

‖ex‖20 =
11h7

xhyhz

50, 400
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11h9
yhz

378, 000hx
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 +

hyh9
z

378, 000hx
(u(0,0,4)(0))2

+
h3

xh5
yhz

43, 200
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ey‖20 =
hxh7

yhz

50, 400
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 +

11h9
xhz

378, 000hy
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11hxh9
z

378, 000hy
(u(0,0,4)(0))2

+
h5

xh3
yhz

43, 200
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ez‖20 =
79hxhyh7

z

201, 600
(u(0,0,4)(0))2 + O(H10).

(69)

Case 6:

‖ex‖20 =
79h7

xhyhz

201, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11h9
yhz

1, 134, 000hx
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 +

11hyh9
z

1, 134, 000hx
(u(0,0,4)(0))2

+
h5

yh5
z

259, 200hx
(u(0,4,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) +

h3
xh5

yhz

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0))

+
h3

xhyh5
z

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ey‖20 =
79hxh7

yhz

201, 600
(u(0,4,0)(0))2 +

11h9
xhz

1, 134, 000hy
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11hxh9
z

1, 134, 000hy
(u(0,0,4)(0))2

+
h5

xh5
z

259, 200hy
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) +

h5
xh3

yhz

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0))

+
hxh3

yh5
z

129, 600
(u(0,4,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10),

‖ez‖20 =
79hxhyh7

z

201, 600
(u(0,0,4)(0))2 +

11h9
xhy

1, 134, 000hz
(u(4,0,0)(0))2 +

11hxh9
y

1, 134, 000hz
(u(0,4,0)(0))2

+
h5

xh5
y

259, 200hz
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,4,0)(0)) +

h5
xhyh3

z

129, 600
(u(4,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0))

+
hxh5

yh3
z

129, 600
(u(0,4,0)(0))(u(0,0,4)(0)) + O(H10).

(70)

p = 4
Case 1:

‖ex‖20 =
h9

xhyhz

25, 401, 600
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 +

19h11
y hz

213, 373, 440hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ey‖20 =
11hxh9

yhz

9, 525, 600
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh9

z

25, 401, 600
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 +

19hxh11
y

213, 373, 440hz
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 + O(H12).

(71)

Case 2:

‖ex‖20 =
11h9

xhyhz

9, 525, 600
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 +

19h11
y hz

213, 373, 440hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ey‖20 =
11hxh9

yhz

9, 525, 600
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 +

19h11
x hz

213, 373, 440hy
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh9

z

25, 401, 600
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 +

19h11
x hy

213, 373, 440hz
(u(5,0,0)(0))2

+
19hxh11

y

213, 373, 440hz
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 + O(H12).(72)
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Case 3a:

‖ex‖20 =
h9

xhyhz

25, 401, 600
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 +

19h11
y hz

71, 124, 480hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))2

+
19hyh11

z

71, 124, 480hx
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 − h6

yh6
z

12, 700, 800hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))(u(0,0,5)(0)) + O(H12),

‖ey‖20 =
43hxh9

yhz

12, 700, 800
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ez‖20 =
43hxhyh9

z

12, 700, 800
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 + O(H12).

(73)

Case 3b:

‖ex‖20 =
11h9

xhyhz

9, 525, 600
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 +

19h11
y hz

213, 373, 440hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))2

+
19hyh11

z

213, 373, 440hx
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ey‖20 =
11hxh9

yhz

9, 525, 600
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 +

19h11
x hz

213, 373, 440hy
(u(5,0,0)(0))2

+
19hxh11

z

213, 373, 440hy
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ez‖20 =
11hxhyh9

z

9, 525, 600
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 +

19h11
x hy

213, 373, 440hz
(u(5,0,0)(0))2

+
19hxh11

y

213, 373, 440hz
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 + O(H12).(74)

Case 4:

‖ex‖20 =
43h9

xhyhz

12, 700, 800
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 +

19hyh11
z

213, 373, 440hx
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ey‖20 =
43hxh9

yhz

12, 700, 800
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 +

19hxh11
z

213, 373, 440hy
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 + O(H12),

‖ez‖20 =
11hxhyh9

z

9, 525, 600
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 +

19h11
x hy

71, 124, 480hz
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 +

19hxh11
y

71, 124, 480hz
(u(0,5,0)(0))2

− h6
xh6

y

12, 700, 800hz
(u(5,0,0)(0))(u(0,5,0)(0)) + O(H12).

(75)

Case 5:

‖ex‖20 =
43h9

xhyhz

12, 700, 800
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 +

19h11
y hz

71, 124, 480hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))2

+
19hyh11

z

213, 373, 400hx
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 − h6

yh6
z

12, 700, 800hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))(u(0,0,5)(0)) + O(H12),

‖ey‖20 =
43hxh9

yhz

12, 700, 800
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 +

19h11
x hz

71, 124, 480hy
(u(5,0,0)(0))2

+
19hxh11

z

213, 373, 400hy
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 +

h6
xh6

z

12, 700, 800hy
(u(5,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,5)(0)) + O(H12),

‖ez‖20 =
941hxhyh9

z

152, 409, 600
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 + O(H12).

(76)
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Case 6:

‖ex‖20 =
941h9

xhyhz

152, 409, 600
(u(5,0,0)(0))2 +

19h11
y hz

213, 373, 440hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))2

+
19hyh11

z

213, 373, 440hx
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 − h6

yh6
z

12, 700, 800hx
(u(0,5,0)(0))(u(0,0,5)(0)) + O(H12),

‖ey‖20 =
941hxh9

yhz

152, 409, 600
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 +

19h11
x hz

213, 373, 440hy
(u(5,0,0)(0))2

+
19hxh11

z

213, 373, 440hy
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 +

h6
xh6

z

12, 700, 800hy
(u(5,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,5)(0)) + O(H12),

‖ez‖20 =
941hxhyh9

z

152, 409, 600
(u(0,0,5)(0))2 +

19h11
x hy

213, 373, 440hz
(u(5,0,0)(0))2

+
19hxh11

y

213, 373, 440hz
(u(0,5,0)(0))2 +

h6
xh6

y

12, 700, 800hz
(u(5,0,0)(0))(u(0,5,0)(0)) + O(H12).

(77)

p = 5
Case 1:

‖ex‖20 =
h11

x hyhz

10, 059, 033, 600
(u(6,0,0)(0))2 +

53h13
y hz

90, 531, 302, 400hx
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 + O(H14),

‖ey‖20 =
43hxh11

y hz

3, 772, 137, 600
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 + O(H14),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh11

z

10, 059, 033, 600
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

53hxh13
y

90, 531, 302, 400hz
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 + O(H14).

(78)

Case 2:

‖ex‖20 =
43h11

x hyhz

3, 772, 137, 600
(u(6,0,0)(0))2 +

53h13
y hz

90, 531, 302, 400hx
(u(0,6,0)(0))2

+
h5

xh7
yhz

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0)) + O(H14),

‖ey‖20 =
43hxh11

y hz

3, 772, 137, 600
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

53h13
x hz

90, 531, 302, 400hy
(u(6,0,0)(0))2

+
h7

xh5
yhz

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0)) + O(H14),

‖ez‖20 =
hxhyh11

z

10, 059, 033, 600
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

53h13
x hy

90, 531, 302, 400hz
(u(6,0,0)(0))2

+
53hxh13

y

90, 531, 302, 400hz
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

h7
xh7

y

65, 840, 947, 200hz
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0))

+ O(H14).

(79)

Case 3a:

‖ex‖20 =
h11

x hyhz

10, 059, 033, 600
(u(6,0,0)(0))2 +

53h13
y hz

30, 177, 100, 800hx
(u(0,6,0)(0))2

+
53hyh13

z

30, 177, 100, 800hx
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 + O(H14),

‖ey‖20 =
19hxh11

y hz

558, 835, 200
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 + O(H14),

‖ez‖20 =
19hxhyh11

z

558, 835, 200
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 + O(H14).

(80)
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Case 3b:

‖ex‖20 =
43h11

x hyhz

3, 772, 137, 600
(u(6,0,0)(0))2 +

53h13
y hz

90, 531, 302, 400hx
(u(0,6,0)(0))2

+
53hyh13

z

90, 531, 302, 400hx
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

h5
xh7

yhz

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0))

+
h5

xhyh7
z

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) +

h7
yh7

z

65, 840, 947, 200hx
(u(0,6,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0))

+ O(H14),

‖ey‖20 =
43hxh11

y hz

3, 772, 137, 600
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

53h13
x hz

90, 531, 302, 400hy
(u(6,0,0)(0))2

+
53hxh13

z

90, 531, 302, 400hy
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

h7
xh5

yhz

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0))

+
hxh5

yh7
z

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(0,6,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) +

h7
xh7

z

65, 840, 947, 200hy
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0))

+ O(H14),

‖ez‖20 =
43hxhyh11

z

3, 772, 137, 600
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

53h13
x hy

90, 531, 302, 400hz
(u(6,0,0)(0))2

+
53hxh13

y

90, 531, 302, 400hz
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

h7
xhyh5

z

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0))

+
hxh7

yh5
z

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(0,6,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) +

h7
xh7

y

65, 840, 947, 200hz
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0))

+ O(H14).

(81)

Case 4:

‖ex‖20 =
19h11

x hyhz

558, 835, 200
(u(6,0,0)(0))2 +

53hyh13
z

90, 531, 302, 400hx
(u(0,0,6)(0))2

+
h5

xhyh7
z

5, 486, 745, 600
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) + O(H14),

‖ey‖20 =
19hxh11

y hz

558, 835, 200
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

53hxh13
z

90, 531, 302, 400hy
(u(0,0,6)(0))2

+
hxh5

yh7
z

5, 486, 745, 600
(u(0,6,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) + O(H14),

‖ez‖20 =
43hxhyh11

z

3, 772, 137, 600
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

53h13
x hy

30, 177, 100, 800hz
(u(6,0,0)(0))2

+
53hxh13

y

30, 177, 100, 800hz
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

h7
xhyh5

z

5, 486, 745, 600
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0))

+
hxh7

yh5
z

5, 486, 745, 600
(u(0,6,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) + O(H14).(82)

Case 5:

‖ex‖20 =
19h11

x hyhz

558, 835, 200
(u(6,0,0)(0))2 +

h5
xh7

yhz

2, 743, 372, 800
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0))

+
53h13

y hz

30, 177, 100, 800hx
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

53hyh13
z

90, 531, 302, 400hx
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 + O(H14),

‖ey‖20 =
19hxh11

y hz

558, 835, 200
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

h7
xh5

yhz

2, 743, 372, 800
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0))

+
53h13

x hz

30, 177, 100, 800hy
(u(6,0,0)(0))2 +

53hxh13
z

90, 531, 302, 400hy
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 + O(H14),

‖ez‖20 =
3757hxhyh11

z

60, 354, 201, 600
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 + O(H14).

(83)
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Case 6:

‖ex‖20 =
3757h11

x hyhz

60, 354, 201, 600
(u(6,0,0)(0))2 +

53h13
y hz

90, 531, 302, 400hx
(u(0,6,0)(0))2

+
h5

xhyh7
z

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) +

h7
yh7

z

65, 840, 947, 200hx
(u(0,6,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0))

+
53hyh13

z

90, 531, 302, 400hx
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

h5
xh7

yhz

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0)) + O(H14),

‖ey‖20 =
3757hxh11

y hz

60, 354, 201, 600
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

53h13
x hz

90, 531, 302, 400hy
(u(6,0,0)(0))2

+
hxh5

yh7
z

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(0,6,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) +

h7
xh7

z

65, 840, 947, 200hy
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0))

+
53hxh13

z

90, 531, 302, 400hy
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

h7
xh5

yhz

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0)) + O(H14),

‖ez‖20 =
3757hxhyh11

z

60, 354, 201, 600
(u(0,0,6)(0))2 +

53h13
x hy

90, 531, 302, 400hz
(u(6,0,0)(0))2

+
hxh7

yh5
z

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(0,6,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) +

h7
xh7

y

65, 840, 947, 200hz
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,6,0)(0))

+
53hxh13

y

90, 531, 302, 400hz
(u(0,6,0)(0))2 +

h7
xhyh5

z

8, 230, 118, 400
(u(6,0,0)(0))(u(0,0,6)(0)) + O(H14).

(84)
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